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.... Nobody grows old by merely living a number of years. People 

grow old only by deserting their ideals .... You are as young as 

your self-confidence, as old as your fear, as young as your hope, 

as old as your despair. In the central place of every heart, 

there is a recording chamber; so long as it receives messages of 

beauty, hope, cheer and courage, so long are you young. When the 

wires are all down and your heart is covered with the snows of 

pessimism and the ice of cynicism, then, and then only, are you 

grown old... 

General Douglas MacArthur 
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INTROD 



Older people constitute what has been called the fastest 

growing minority. There are over 21 million persons in the United 

States over 65# comprising 10 per cent of the population. And 

this is not a static picture. Each day 4000 persons celebrate 

their sixty-fifth birthday. However, approximately 3000 persons 

65 and older will die each day. An analysis of the statistics 

reveals that those over 75 constitute the fastest growing part of 

the senior citizen group. Four of every 10 older people are over 

75 and of these, more than a million are over 85. This does not 

mean that older people are living that much longer. The increase 

primarily stems from more people reaching old age. 

The popular picture of old people as frail, institutionalized 

beings is grossly misleading. Over 95 per cent of older Americans 

live in the normal community, not in institutions. The majority 

are not in poor health or significantly dependent. Most (81 per 

cent) of the aged in the community have no limitations on their 

mobility, although 8 per cent have some difficulty getting around, 

while 6 per cent need the help of another person, and only 5 per 

cent are homebound. The majority of older people can manage in 

the community if society permits and encourages such activity. 

Those working with the elderly need to appreciate them as 

individuals who have experienced and achieved a great deal in their 

lifetimes—they have coped with major social, economic, and 



technological developments and have made, and are still making, 

worthy contributions to society. 

The well-being of any individual is influenced by the inter

action of physical, psychological, interpersonal, cultural, economic, 

and environmental factors. Problems in any one of these areas can 

intensify already existing physical ailments. Old people, especially, 

are prone to such stresses. They are frequently faced with stag

gering losses when significant people in their lives die, become 

ill, move far away, or just neglect them in favor of their own 

lives. The loss of such relationships may make the older person 

feel abandoned, vulnerable, and weak. Additional stress in the form 

of socioeconomic burdens the elderly, including decreased income, 

inflation, and loss of social role, occupation, prestige, and cul

tural opportunities.. As a result of all these factors, the older 

person may tend to disengage himself from the mainstream of life. 

Since a place to live is a basic human need, and since it is 

desirable an older person live independently as long as possible, 

there is a growing trend toward providing housing especially de

signed for older Americans. There is a tendency to make hasty and 

erroneous generalizations about meeting the housing needs of the 

elderly population. It is true that housing for the elderly must 

respond to the special needs of the elderly because of the physi

cal and social changes accompanying the aging process. It is 



erroneous, however, to conclude from these shared characteristics 

that the housing needs of the elderly are totally different from 

what the concept of housing means for any age group. For all age 

groups "...housing is invested with the emotions of family living 

and independence of spirit and action. It encompasses friendship 

patterns and all of the dimensions of community life. It is an 

environment in which one can take pride and find the resources 

needed to mold a meaningful way of life." 

By becoming familiar with the unique physical and psycholo

gical requirements of older people, architects can apply their 

skills in developing an integrated design to better meet the needs 

and desires of this age group. 

THESISi "Designers must develop optimal design concepts. These 

concepts and the design solution must be in direct 

response to the physical, social, and perceptual needs 

of the users." 



The Architect or Designer responds to a particular situation(s 

or issues with a particular solution. Concepts are these particu

lar responses. Given the same issue, no two designers approach 

the project in exactly the same way or solve it with the exact 

same solution. Each designer designs under the influence of dif

ferent contexts—the psychological considerations which govern the 

design, values, philosophies, view of the problem and project un

derstanding. 

The psychological catagories which influence design are the 

designers interest, self-image, influences, goals, values and 

spiritual/religious beliefs. These all combine to form the de

signer's life view and they are in constant change, therefore, so 

are the values of the designer. The philosophies are the set of 

postures or values about design which may or may not ever be ver

balized (conscious-subconscious level). They especially affect 

attitudes towards the importance of issues. The view and under

standing of the problem are the perceptions of the designer, 

within his value framework. Thus all designer's see the problems 

and it's issues differently. A particular category of concern 

for one may be less of a concern to another designer. 

Upon responding to issues, the designer has assumed a role 

in the process of concept getting. He may passively attack the 



issues and allow the concepts to bubble up to consciousness; ac

tively attack the issues by exploring particular solutions; or 

combine the two roles (which is most often the case). A number 

of catalysts help to stimulate ideas in formulating concepts. 

The following page illustrates a concept process, and the 

testing for consistency. It is important to realize, that some 

concepts encompass and govern other concepts. The issues at the 

upper level concepts form the context within which concepts at the 

lower levels are made. The first concepts tend to be determin

ants for later concepts. This stresses the importance of the 

designers first responses and how critical it is to have all 

important information before beginning to proceed. 
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2. 
PROFILE 



The underlying cause of many of the problems of the aged 

lies in the steadily progressive impairment of their mental and 

physical abilities. This process of deterioration has an influ

ence on all aspects of life; on employment, economic position, 

psychological makeup, etc. The most important, however, is the 

effect which poor health and diminished abilities have upon the 

activities of day-to-day living and the environment. It is an 

accepted axiom of architectural design that man's shelter should 

reflect, and meet man's requirements. The axiom is particularly 

true with respect to housing for the elderly, since the price 

paid for the disregard of "requirements* is not merely inconvenience 

but, rather, possible danger to life and limb. 

There has been concern with the features needed to compen

sate for the physical changes associated with growing old. Sen

sory, perceptual, muscular, energy, and cognitive capacities 

diminish with advancing age and unless compensatory changes are 

made in the physical environment, it becomes increasingly diffi

cult for the aging person to cope and maintain independence. 

1. Adapting the Environment to Biological Age Changes. 

a. Vision 

Comfortable and efficient vision depends upon such interre

lated factors as size of the object, contrast in brightness between 

surfaces, the amount of illumination without glare, and the posi-



tion of the object. Each of these factors is affected by age-

changes in the eyes. 

Older people require higher intensities of light to obtain 

the same degree of visibility as younger persons. When the bright

ness needs of the older eye is equated with that of the 20 year 

old, it is estimated that at age 45, it will be necessary to in

crease illumination by 50 percent to reach optimum conditions of 

acuity, contrast, and speed of vision. By the late fifties, a 

100 percent increase is required, and by age 80, an increase of 

three and a third times the value for the 20 year old level is 

necessary. Lighting standards in most housing would generally 

fall far short of these requirements. 

Simply to increase the amount of illumination without con

trolling the glare, increases the older person's difficulity in 

seeing. This suggests that acuity is reduced by a high intensity 

of indirect lighting without any strong brightness contrasts be

tween areas. 

Other important modifications in the visual environment which 

would assist older people to compensate for lowered visual acuity 

include increasing the size of objects such as light switches, 

electrical outlets, call buttons, off and on signals on stoves, 

and so on; using surface colors which have reflective factors, such 

as bright paint in dark corners• and sharply contrasting colors 



between adjacent surfaces. 

b. Hearing 

Age changes in the ear, involving both sensory cells and the 

apparatus required to conduct the sound waves to the cells, occur 

almost universally, although such changes tend to be somewhat more 

extensive among men than among women. With increasing age it is 

imperative that an auditory environment which enhances rather 

than diminishes sound to a comfortable loudness be provided. This 

means acoustical treatment of the living spaces to reduce extran

eous noise either by preventing its passage through the walls or 

by absorbing sound to prevent its reverberation from wall and 

ceiling surfaces. It may also mean tone adjustment on door bells 

and other alert systems. 

c. Thermal Sensitivity 

The thermal environment is important to both the comfort and 

health of old people. The temperature perceived depends not only 

on the degree of warmth or cold, but also upon air movement, humid 

ity, and the balance of heat losses. Extreme temperatures are 

poorly tolerated by older people. 

d. Neuromuscular Capacity 

Older people are accident prone, but most of their accicents 

relate to slips, falls, and falling-type mishaps. 



Those factors, associated with health and lessened muscular 

strength, which cause falling and slipping, are confusion, verti

go, staggering, tremors, hesitations, blackouts, true fainting, 

gait, and posture. When compared with young people, the aged 

have an increased need for more environmental information in 

order to carry on their activities in safety. 

Special protective devices are indicated in order to reduce 

the hazards resulting in old people's falls. These measures 

include dull-surfaced, smooth, non-slip, non-patterned floors 

and walkways? low risers on steps? doorways without raised thres

holds; the prudent placement of railings in halls and grab bars 

in bathrooms? the elimination of loose rugs, carpets, or other 

floor coverings? low cabinets to eliminate climbing on stools 

and chairs? and so on. 

2. Location of Residences 

The belief that the elderly want only peace and quiet, and 

consequently locate in rural settings has gradually been aban

doned. Problems in transportation, delivery of services, inac

cessibility of family and friends, are among those factors respon 

sible for the change in this point of view. Experience has also 

shown that older people enjoy playing at least a spactator role 

in the daily happenings of their community. 



Easy accessibility to some form of mass transportation ranks 

high in the list of services older people want available near their 

residences. When transportation at reasonable costs and conven

ience is not included as an essential component in the choice 

of a site for housing the elderly, all other services offered by 

the community can be used only minimally, if at all, by the elderly. 

This problem is frequently solved in part by providing the 

most needed services within the housing complex. There is, however, 

always the chance that the provision of too many services in the 

housing may erode independence and foster withdrawal from the life 

of the community. 

3. Social and Psychological Response to Environment. 

The physical environment, if properly designed, can become 

a catalyst which fosters personal motivation and social interaction. 

a. Social Interaction 

Loneliness is a consequence, in large part, of the lack of 

social interaction with one's peers or significant other persons. 

The tolerance of solitude decreases with old age. Loneliness in 

old age is a heart rending and terrible thing and when they are 

lonely, there is no question but that their physical health deter

iorates more rapidly than it would otherwise, and there is no 

question but that their mental health deteriorates. 



The most lonely of all the old are women without a spouse 

and widows with children who never or seldom come to see them. 

These are the people with severely restricted opportunities for 

a normal amount of social interaction; but this is a circumstance 

which an appropriate choice of housing can help overcome. 

Specialized congregate housig has been found by a number of 

research workers to result in an increase of social interaction. 

In fact, this is one of the most uniform findings in all aging 

research. The total amount of social interaction increases di

rectly as the number of older people in the environment increases 

(Roscow, 1967). Congregate housing begins by gathering in one 

physical location a large number of people who, as a minimum, have 

shared many of the same historical experiences. The greater the 

homogeneity among residential populations, the higher the morale 

of the group tends to be (Taietz, 1953)• 

b. Privacy 

Although older people enjoy social interaction with their 

peers, they also prize their right of privacy. They want to main

tain control over the extent of their relationships with others. 

They should have the full right of territoriality over their 

quarters. 

c. Age-Segregated Housing 

Contrary to public belief and the conviction of many profes

sionals, studies of older residents of age-segregated housing 



generally show them to be relatively satisfied with their living 

arrangements. 

Residents feel that it is easier to make friends in retire

ment communities than where they had previously lived. 

Perceptual Response to Environment. 

Perceptual needs are those needs which involve a person's 

ability to process information about his environment and other 

people in that environment. People use their five senses to 

absorb and process information about this environment. Perception 

and information processing is made easier for people, depending 

on how the physical environment is construed. Design facilitates 

this phenomena when it allows the physical environment toi 

Make Sense- Making sense out of places involves being able 

to recognize what and where people are and how they relate to 

their mental maps of the world. 

Offer Potential for Exploration- Places should provide a 

variety of physical forms, shapes, textures, and colors so that 

people can know where they are located within the place. Another 

important factor in exploration is mystery; theattraction of the 

partially seen. 

Permit Role Choices- People want to be able to decide where 

and what they will do in a place. 
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3. 
HOUSING 



Special concerns of the elderly and factors affecting the 

elderly should be considered. A summary of the more significant 

factors follows (Green and others, 1975): 

1. Elderly people are less mobile than younger age groups. 

In fact, 90 percent of them don't move after they reach age 65. 

The dwelling should be conceived of as a home, not as transient 

housing. 

2. The elderly are generally less mobile in terms of their 

ability to reach community recreational and social services and 

facilities, and thus should be provided with at least the basic 

services and facilities within their immediate living environment. 

3. The elderly desire choice in living situations. 

4. The elderly desire a sense of autonomy and need an en

vironment which extends and enhances the time span of independent 

living. 

5. Contrary to conventional wisdom, the elderly require as 

much, or more, floor area to carry on their activities as would 

a young person carrying on the same activities. Elderly people 

do require special design adaptation of spaces to account for 

possible physical limitation. 

6. The definition of the activity pattern for an elderly 

person should not be based on the assumption that his or her 

basic living activities by type are different from that of a young 



person. Activities differ only in the way the elderly wish to or 

are able to conduct themselves. 

7. The elderly are no more willing to accept the inconvenient 

or undesirable superimposition of one living activity upon another 

than are younger age groups, such as exemplified in designs where 

bedrooms, bathrooms, and kitchens are fully visible from general 

living areas. 

Several compnents of satisfaction or dissatisfaction with re

tirement housing, (Susan Sherman) cutting across a wide range of 

site types investigated, are as followst proximity, independence-

dependence, security, age-segregation, alienation or integration, 

financial commitment, provision of creature comforts, goodness of 

fit between needs and need fulfillment, reference group and rela

tive satisfaction, and psychological readiness. 



Questions such as adequate housing and what it should be or 

not be are fundamental. But the issues are much more involved than 

this as far as the architect and older persons are concerned. These 

include the questions of specialized housing! stubborn and unre-

lentless health problems? living conditions that relieve boredom 

and stimulate activity? the gnawing away by inflation; and a 

time when we cam slow down without being overcome by isolation. 

If the elder person must relocate, it is beneficial that he 

moves to a small housing cluster where there is not constant and 

direct contact with children and where there is not a lot of noise. 

Retirees expect to maintain living standards similar to those 

of the preretirement years. Among those who wish to move, a major 

aim is to seek smaller sized dwelling units. Important consider

ations are accessibility to services, safety, lack of steps, 

terrain, view, and climate. 

Studies of diverse groups of older people who move to special

ized housing indicate positive results in terms of their well-being. 

Predesign interviews were conducted by architect Barbara Cook 

who was programming consultant on Kottinger Place, a 50 unit devel

opment of housing for the elderly in Pleasanton, California. The 

interviews yielded s me overall characterizations of the user group. 

The elderly you design for are very tough. They show an excep

tional ability of survival; they are determined to make the most 



of each day. They also yielded some specific clues about design. 

When offered choices among diagrammatic site plans, the elder

ly invariably chose schemes in which dwelling units were broken 

up rather than in apartment-like rows. They had no strong feelings 

about exterior design but, spending some 90 percent of their time 

within their dwelling, they treasured views from windows. 

They responded positively to design elements that would ex

tend their own territory to the outdoors, notably individual porches 

and gardens. In all, they placed a high premium on both privacy 

and security, but also wanted the project to have a sense of 

neighborhood. 

In terms of the relationship of the project to the outside 

community, they valued closeness to shopping and, while not neces

sarily wanting to bar children and teenagers from the project 

completely, clearly preferred to keep them at a distance. "When 

I was young I made a lot of noise, now I want things quiet. Let 

kids have a chance to make noise; keep them apart." 

Some, but surprisingly few, of the findings related to the 

physical limitations of elderly personsi at least one living room 

window should be low enough to see out while seated, kitchen 

counters and cabinets should be at lower-than-usual heights. 

More of the findings related to lifestylei "Having a separate 

bedroom is probably the most highly prized commodity in an elderly 



unit. It is common knowledge at one retirement home that one 

woman renounced widowhood and her efficiency for marriage and a 

one-bedroom unit." The high value placed on having a bedroom 

was related to the fact that many of the elderly previously had 

been homeowners and found it hard to conceive of a M ome" 

without one. 

Thirty years ago security in housing for the elderly meant 

grab bars, nonslip floors and no bending or climbing. Today it 

still means these protective devices and techniques. However, 

it is more clearly understood that to be secure doesn't mean 

that life must go on in a subdued, dark, museumlike space filled 

with momentos. The elder should have the choice of living in an 

exciting environment, enjoying bright colors and strong light 

contrasts. In such surroundings he performs better since his 

weaker eyes can perceive faster and his responses are quickened. 

Today the need for psychological security is more strongly ar

ticulated by the elderly. To achieve this, you must know that 

there are friends close by who will come when you call for help. 

The small cluster provides this kind of security while at the 

same time it makes the work of a burglar a bit more difficult. 

A government survey recently asked the elder, "What do you 

most desire?" The answer most often given was "independence," 

which meant the opportunity of determining as much as possible 



his own private and social life. 

The door stoop, for many cultures is a prime meeting and 

outdoor living space, is for elders probably the best possible 

location for taking part in what goes on, day or evening. The 

sitting porch is another neighborhood institution from which 

neighbors on both sides of the street can freely exchange 

greetings. 

Housing for the elderly should gently throw people toget

her; doorspaces, porches, walks, club rooms, mail rooms, laundry, 

parking areas, etc., all offer opportunities to encourage so

cializing . 

Men and women alike feel that their work and place in the 

family is the very basis of the social identity and that when 

they retire or are separated most of this identity is lost. 

Their needs for a renewed personal identity is immense. 

Identity can be established through the environment. The 

environment can and indeed must establish a basic feeling of 

pride for the elder. The majority of architects would agree 

that the elder would gain most pride from his environment and 

would most identify with it if he could pick out his own part of 

it. Further, if the unit is at ground level he might even es

tablish a sense of territoriality. 

In general, highrise as a housing form means less individual 



identity and social stratification since the many floors make 

natural personal exchange difficult. Perhaps their only advan

tage is the privacy and anonymity they provide those who wish it. 

The cluster as a housing form probably has more to offer 

most people? It can provide privacy as well as identity; It can 

de designed for optimal socializing, keeping the elders in the 

community near relatives and friends. 



Independent living for the elderly occurs at two levelsi 

1. that which requires the ability to cope fully with the demands 
of everyday living. 

2. that which requires a housing development with supportive 
services being provided for persons who desire residential 
accommodations, but who require some measures of assistance 
in their everyday living. 

In order to more clearly define housing facilities that represent 

a broad range of lifestyles, the following housing categories are 

defined (Green and others, 1975)* Each are diagrammed on the 

following page. 

TYPE I- Independent Elderly Housing! This category would provide 

conventional housing facilities for the self-sufficient. 

There would be no central dining room or other provision for 

special services. However, a community center would be 

provided encompassing social functions as well as some inde

pendent supportive services. 

TYPE II- Independent Elderly/Family Mixed Housingi In this type 

of housing, facilities would be provided for independent 

elderly persons, designed se as to blend in with family 

housing and yet intended to function separately. The elderly 

residents living in this type of development would need to 
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desire a high level of age integration. It is interesting 

to note hear, families in this type of development feel it 

works better than elderly in the same development. 

TYPE III- Dependent Elderly Housing* This is housing for occu

pants who are more or less dependent upon congregate facil

ities (those of level two of independent living). Congregate 

housing is neither a nursing home facility nor an institu

tion. Supportive services provided would include common 

dining facilities and can also include housekeeping aid, 

personal health services, etc. 

TYPE IV- Independent/Dependent Elderly Mixed Housing* One portion 

of the housing would serve elderly people desiring housing 

of the type 1 category and another portion would house those 

desiring Type III housing. This category can provide the 

best environment in that as the dependency of the elder per

son increases he may move into the congregate facility with

out leaving the friends he has made within the development. 



SITE 
4. 

SELECTION 



The location decision for housing projects is of primary im-

protance. The following is a list of special concerns in elderly 

development site selection which have strong implications. (Green 

and Others, 1975) 

1. The elderly should be a part of the community. They should 

not be located on physically or socially isolated parcels of land. 

2. The elderly desire autonomy and a sense of independence. 

In order to enable elderly people to achieve this, they need 

convenient services, especially full service shopping and public 

transportation. 

3- The elderly have time to participate in community affairs. 

They want to control this participation, however. 

The elderly are less mobile. They depend upon public 

transportation more than younger age groups. 

5. Elderly people are limited in the amount of topography 

they can negotiate and the distance they can walk. 

6. The elderly are concerned about physical and psychologi

cal security. 

7. Elderly people are less mobile in terms of moving their 

households. Ninety percent do not move after they reach the age 

65. 



Site selection aids in the form of "critical distances" for

mulations have been devised by numerous groups, and the resulting 

guidelines have provided a giant step forward for decisions about 

the most appropriate locations for housing projects. Efforts have 

resulted in the nearly consistent specification of a core group 

of services. In neighborhood terms they sould seem to make up a 

"critical mass" that must be present within walking distance in 

order for the neighborhood selected to be a viable setting for 

elderly housing. The literature would suggest that the following 

services be included in this critical massi 

bus stop bank 
grocery store/supermarket post office 
drup store/variety store church 

These few services are indeed a minimum neighborhood package 

and should be construed as the optimum minimum collection. Other 

important services are also necessary* however, they are often 

visited less than once per month and are normally located further 

than walking distance. This underscores the need for accessible 

transportation linking the site with other areas of the city. 

It should be noted, that most community contexts vary sub

stantially. Mere pro imity to services in terms of short distances 

from the site is only one consideration. There are three further 

criteria that must be applied in site selection! 



1. Adequate Walkway System. If adequate pedestrian system 

linkages with services are not provided, close proximity to ser

vices is of little value to the elderly pedestrian. 

2. Assured Pedestrian Security. The neighborhood must be 

a low crime area. The elder should feel safe and free from fear 

of bodily harm or robbery. 

3. Neighborhood Topography Characteristics. A six-block 

distance up a steep hill, across several busy streets, and into 

a high-crime area is much more difficult to navigate than the 

same six blocks on the flat. 

The chart of Service Importance and Critical Distances on 

the following page is a result of comparing the results of three 

researchers and compiling them into one. 

Based on this chart and a thorough knowledge of Billings, I 

selected three areas of the city which best satisfied the re

quirements (see I. Community/Region, Billings, Montana). These 

three areas are the Billings Central Business District, an area 

central in the city and based around the West Park Plaza shopping 

center, and the last area located around the new Rimrock Mall 

shopping center. 

After the selection of the areas, I went through an analysis 

of each area in order to pick a particular site within each area. 
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I then compared each of the three sites with the 'critical 

distances' in the previous chart. They were rated on whether 

they satisfied the critical and recommended distances, satis

fied the critical distances only, or satisfied neither distance. 

Also, a comparison can be seen between these three sites selec

ted through this process and three elderly housing projects 

that are existing. 

The following three pages illustrate the three areas and 

the sites within each of them. Listed also are the advantages 

and disadvantages of each of the three sites. Based upon com

parisons of the advantages and disadvantages of the three sites 

and a comparison of the distance chart, I selected site #3 as 

the site for this particular project. 

The last page in this section is an analysis of this site. 
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5. 
BARRIERS 



Convenient access to the environment is frequently denied 

to many people in our society because of the manner in which 

elements are designed and constructed. Every person can expect 

to be physically handicapped either temporarily or permanently 

at some time during their lifetime. The total number of 

permanently disabled people is growing dramatically each year. 

With people living well into their seventies, eighties, and 

nineties, it may be expected that the opportunity for a trau

matic injury or a debilitating disease during their lifetime 

is greatly increased. In the elderly years, natural degenera

tion of the body increases the physical limitations. 

The physical environment of our communities continues to 

be designed to accommodate the able-bodied, thereby, increasing 

the isolation and dependence of the disabled. The KEY to 

self-sufficiency and independence is largely to be found in 

proper housing and environment which permits them to manage 

their own daily activities. Safety and convenience for the 

aged is paramount. 

The following pages are intended to present specific 

dimensional requirements and recommendations for designing 

barrier-free spaces. The data herein, has been gathered and 

condensed from various sources. A bibliography listing them 

is at the end of this section. 
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All dimensions in this section are considered to be used as 

guides only and are not finite or absolute. 
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The accessibility of any public or private outdoor area 

hinges on the physical relationships between design elements 

both inside and outside of the space. It is imperative that 

all elements of circulation be made as easily accessible as 

possible. 

The following items should be considered to insure a 

good interface between transportation, site, and building 

entry elements» 

1. Special transportation facilities should be provided 
for people who are restricted in their use of the 
exterior environment. Care should be taken to separ
ate varying types of transportation where practical. 
Vehicular traffic should be separated as much as pos
sible from bicycle traffic, and both should be held 
apart from pedestrian traffic. 

2. In general, access to transportation facilities, 
through the site, and to buildings should be smooth 
and free of barriers. 

3. Doors into public buildings should preferably be ac
tivated by automatic opening devices. When these 
items are prohibited by costs, horizontal levers or 
through bars should be installed on the doors. 

4. Public conveniences such as restroom facilities, drink
ing fountains, telephones and etc. should be well or
ganized and located in close proximity to building 
entrances. 



DOORWAYS AND ENTRANCESi 

•all door openings should have a minimum CLEAR opening of 32" 

•primary building and dwelling unit entrance doors should 
have a minimum CLEAR opening of 3^" 

•NO grade change at threshold 

•door handles of the horizontal lever type are recommended 

•pressure required to push a door open should not exceed 5 lbs . 

•peephole should be between 51* and 58 inches above the floor 

•keyed locks should be about V6" above the floor 

•locks should be of the dead bolt type 

•provide a 18" minimum set back from the nearest obstacle 

. c 
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WALKSi Items to consider in the design or modification of 

walk systems arei 

1. Surfaces. The surface or walks should possess stability 
and firmness, be relatively smooth in texture, and have 
a non-slip surface. 

2. Rest Areas. Occasional rest areas off the traveled path 
are enjoyable and helpful for all pedestrians, and for 
those with handicaps that make walking long distances 
exhausting. 

3. Gradients. Pedestrian paths with gradients under 5% are 
considered walks. Walks with gradients in excess of % 
are considered ramps and have special design requirements. 
Routes with gradients up to 5% can be negotiated inde
pendently by the average wheelchair user, but sustained 
grades of b-5% should have short (5*-0H) level areas 
approximately every 100* to allow a chairbound person 
ability to stop and rest. Gradients up to 3% are pre
ferable where their use is practical. 

Lighting. Lighting along walkways should vary from £ to 
5 ft. candles, depending on the intensity of pedestrian 
use, hazards, and relative need for personal safety. 

5. Curb ramps. To facilitate movement over low barriers, 
a curb ramp should be installed. Surfaces should be 
non-slip, but not corrugated as the groves may fill with 
water, freeze, and become slippery. 

6. Wheel Stops. Stops are necessary where wheeled vehicles 
may roll into a hazardous area. They should be 2-3" 
high, 6* wide, and should have breaks in them every 
5-10 feet to allow for water drainage off the walk. 
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RAMPSi Ramps are alternate routes for people who are not 

able to use stairs; however, they do not take the place of 

stairs since certain portions of the population find ramps more 

difficult to use. Any surface pitched more than 5% is consi

dered to be a ramp, and must be designed accordingly. 
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STAIRSj Stairs should be designed to provide for the 

minimum amount of energy expenditure, a factor which is par

ticularly important to elderly and semi-ambulant people . They 

should be wide enough for people to pass one another, be of 

safe design, andhave proper apputenances to ensure their safety. 

Perception difficulties make it important to provide at least 

three risers per flight. A maximum of 10 risers should be 

between landings. 

Steps should have plain faces with integral non-projecting 

nosings. OPEN risers are unacceptable. Painting of the first 

and the last riser in each run with a bright paint will aid 

the visually impaired in negotiating the steps. 
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OUTDOOR STAIRSi 

The maximum rise between landings for external unprotected 
stairs is 4'-0w. Where the stairs are protected, a 6*-0H 
rise is acceptable. Stairs should not be used when there are 
only a few in a series. These are dangerous and usually not 
necessary. 

Stair treads should be deep enough to allow a man to place his 
whole foot on it. The preferred range is between 11" and 1̂ |", 
minimum and maximum. 

Risers for exterior stairs should be between 4" to 6^" in 
height, with 5 3/^M being preferred. 

Nosing should be rounded or chamfered. A 1" rounded nosing is 
most acceptable. It should be of a color contrasting that of 
the treads and risers to make identification easier. Abrupt, 
square nosings provide less frictional resistance and cause 
tripping. 

Surface of all treads should be non-slip and pitched forward 
1/8M per foot to drain surface water. 

Handrails should extend beyond the top and bottom step a 
minimum of 18H 



HANDRAILS FOR OUTDOOR USEi 

Handrails serve the primary function of providing support for 

people whoe are in the process of climbing or descending stairs 

or rampsj whereas railings are placed more for reasons of 

preventing people from falling into a hazardous area. The designer 

should take into account the following items in regard to hand

rails and railings. 

1. Generals 
a. Handrails and railings should be round or oval, l|w to 

2" in diameter. 

b. There should be a minimum 3" spacing between handrails 
and adjacent walls, and wall surfaces should be non-
abrasive . 

c. Where handrails or railings are fully recessed into walls 
a space of 6M should be allowed between the top of the 
rail and the top of the recess, and a space of 3" at the 
bottom. 

2. Handrail for Rampsi 
a. Handrails should be provided on both sides of every ramp. 

They should extend past the heel and toe, l'-O" to lf-6w, 
except in places where the extension in itself is a hazard. 

b. The vertical dimension from the ramp surface to the top 
of a single handrail should be between 2,-8M and 3f-0n. 

c. A second rail is advantageous to children and wheelchair 
people. Where two rails are used, the top rail should 
be placed at 3f-0" to 3,-3"» and the lower rail should 
be placed at 2»-fc" to 2•-6". 



d. Handrails should be continuous across landings. 

e. Handrails should be designed to support 250 pounds. 

3. Handrails for stairs 1 
a. Handrails should be placed on each side of a stairway 

and should be 2*-9" vertically from the nose of the 
treads to the top of the handrail; the distance from 
the landing surface to the top of the handrail should 
be 2 • -8M to 3,-0". 

b. Handrails should extend past the tread at top and bot
tom a length of 2,-0" to 3*-6" unless the extension in 
itself creates a hazard. The change of direction of 
the handrail provides a tactile clue to a person about 
to make the last step. 

c. Handrails should be continuous across landings where 
possible. 

d. Handrails should be designed to support 250 pounds. 
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SWIMMING POOLS t 
Accessibility to swimming pools can be provided in two waysi 

1. At various locations, the pool coping can be raised above 
the pool deck l'-7M and fitted with grab bars that allow 
people who have difficulty crouching to first sit and then 
swing their legs over the side into the water. 

2. The pool coping can be made level with the water with just 
enough slope to drain off any water splashed from the pool. 

Provide stairs whenever possible rather than a ladder. Stairs 

are more easily negotiated and can be used to sit upon if wide. 

All paving should be non-slip and non-abrasive to bare feet. 

Provide ramp entrance for handicapped to enter pool. Ramp at 

a maximum of 10% gradient. Surface should be non-slip and have 

curb at edge. Handrails provided on both sides at 36" height. 

Underwater bench is frequently used by handicapped for resting. 

Location should prohibit other swimmers from jumping from above. 

Use rounded edges throughout. 
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LIGHTING! 

The decline with age of the various aspects of visual ability 

results in particular lighting demands. In order to compensate 

for this decline, generally higher levels of illumination are ne

cessary. Some investigators have indicated that an aged person 

may require as much as three times the amount of light necessary 

for a younger person. The conventional illumination levels which 

are recommended are somewhat low for the aged. Normally floor 

illumination levels are given at about 2 to 5 foot candles. These 

levels and almost all others should be roughly doubled. 

The lighting system must be so arranged that a person can al

ways, easily and safely light the way ahead. It has been suggested 

that all wall switches be in combination with convenience outlets 

so that "night-lights" could be employed to help locate switches. 

Or, it is possible all light switches be of the pilot light type 

that glows when in the off position. 

The avoidance of ceiling fixtures is also highly desirable 

from the point of view of safety, since they necessitate climbing 

on chairs or ladders to change bulbs and clean fixtures. This 

would also spare the building management the bother of attending 

to a large percentage of these chores• 

In order to avoid unnecessary stooping and bending, all con

venience outlets should be located at waist height9 2 to 3 feet. 



FLOORSi 

Non-skid flooring is perhaps the most frequently repeated 

slogan in housing for the aged. There is, of course, good reason 

for this since the aged are so liable to falls. It is important 

to note, however, that visual slipperiness is just as important 

in this connection as actual slipperiness. Highly glossy floor 

surfaces can be psychologically dangerous to the elderly even 

though the floor in question may actually be non-skid. A floor 

which looks slippery, in that it makes one 'walk on eggs', is 

almost as bad as a really slippery one. 

Where changes in level are required or unavoidable, they 

should be clearly marked, occur at logical locations, and conform 

to the requirements for stairs and ramps. 

Flooring materials should be resilient, non-skid, waterproof, 

greaseproof, alkaliproof, etc. Above all, flooring materials 

should be warm in appearance and residential in character. 

Suggested general floor finishes arei wall to wall, short 

pile carpeting; vinyl tile or sheet? linoliumj vinyl asbestos; 

unglazed, non-slip ceramic tile is strongly recommended for bath

rooms . 

Raised sills and thresholds must be avoided at interior doors 

and should be kept to a minimum at exterior doors. The joints be

tween unlike materials should be smooth and have no raised edges. 
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The development is residential independent/dependent elderly 

mixed housing (covered earlier in section three in more detail), 

of approximatly 200 dwelling units. Based upon the physical, 

psychological, and social change and losses diagram in section 

two, approximately 25 percent of the aged require congregate 

housing. Therefore, 1^8 units become independent elderly housing 

and 48 units -are provided with central dining facilities. The 

central dining could, however, be made available to anyone in the 

development who wishes to eat in the facility. 

The following are the major considerations used in the 

planning and design along with those mentioned throughout the 

book (especially sections two and three). 

*one story residential character 

•Congregate portion must have convenient indoor access 

to central dining and amenities. Dwelling units to be 

in clusters or groups. 

•Independent portion to be dispersed on the site in clusters 

of units, allowing for interaction at various points. 

• Housing to provide a mixture of one and two bedroom 

units, with a variety. 

•All units to have kitchen facilities (kitchenette in 

congregate units). 



•Private entries to dwellings- with sheltered space at door. 

•Control at source of extraneous noises. 

*TJnits to provide sense of privacy and ownership. 

•Pedestrian access from automobile to units involving a 

minimum distance and fatigue. 

•Garbage collection point at a"minimum distance from units. 

•Laundry common to several units to promote interaction. 

•Safe andpleasant walking and wheeling surfaces. 

•Dwelling units to provide sense of permanency and territor

iality. 

•All units to have individual terraces and green thumb areas. 

•Removal of all barriers, including future wheelchair usage. 

•Various seating areas throughout site. 

•Points of interaction. 

•Pedestrian experience free of automobile. 



THE PROJECT 

The development centers around the community facility of 

the project, allowing somewhat equal distance walking from all 

dwelling units and a pedestrian experience free of the auto. 

The community facility consists ofi 

Central dining 

Kitchen facilities 

Janitor and Housekeeping rooms 

Medical (three short term sick rooms, examination, 
exercise, and bath) 

Men and Women toilets 

Two multi-use rooms 

Common area (recreation, seating, library, etc.) 

Two manajor offices. 

Site maintenance storage 

Basement (unit cubicle storage, woodworking and crafts, 
mechanical and development storage.) 

Off the common facility are four wings of units which util

ize the central dining facility. Each wing is comprised of twelve 

units with a laundry and lounge at the center. Housekeeping aid 

would be available to those who desire it. 

The independent housing is in four communities within the 

development. Each is broken down into clusters of 9-11 units. 



The units within each cluster share a laundry building which 

has a lounge within it. The clusters center around a public 

outdoor interaction area. At the rear of each unit is a pri

vate terrace. 

The site is so arranged to allow the elder the ability 

to be free of the automobile in his walking experiences. 

Seating and interaction points are placed along the walks. 

Central to the development are recreational facilities, tennis, 

horseshoes, and level area for badminton, lawnbowling, etc. 

The Drawings... 
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